MEGA to exhibit its latest EA suite at major UK conference on
enterprise architecture
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London – April 21, 2009 – For immediate release:
MEGA, the company that provides enterprise architecture (EA) and business process analysis (BPA) software
solutions, will be exhibiting the 2009 version of its software for EA management at the Enterprise
Architecture Conference Europe 2009 (EAC). Organised by IRM UK Strategic IT Training Ltd., the event will
take place from June 8 - 10, 2009, at the Park Plaza Victoria Hotel, London.
The EAC event will be the first time MEGA Modeling Suite is seen at a public event in the United Kingdom.
It was released globally by MEGA on April 6 this year and contains several new modules and many
enhancements that will comprehensively support all dimensions of EA in private and public sector
organisations. Its range of application includes business process optimisation, IT road-mapping and
planning, IT systems design and data modelling.
Designed for ease-of-use that in turn supports the achievement of higher productivity and efficiency,
MEGA Modeling Suite helps enterprise architects and related professionals manage the complexity of EA
projects. Equally important, it enables them to support and execute the strategy of their business, and
achieve desired goals and outcomes.
Brand new modules include MEGA IT Planning, which helps enterprises build and compare effective in-depth
scenarios for IT system transformation; MEGA Process BPMN, a new module that supports the latest version
of the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), the recognised industry standard developed by the
Object Management Group (OMG) for business process descriptions; and for the defense and security
industry a new dedicated solution called MEGA Suite for DoDAF.
In addition, new platform administration features are provided to integrate the software with
authentication systems, and offer support for repository storage in Oracle or MS SQL Server database
management systems. A new Web Editor is included to extend real-time access to the enterprise repository
by enabling access via a role-based Web front-end. Easily deployed, it enriches the MEGA Advisor Web
portal with real-time write capability and allows occasional, mobile users and stakeholders to access
self-explanatory reports and dashboards, and work collaboratively.
EA specialists from MEGA’s consultancy services will be in attendance on the company’s stand at EAC
2009, ready to demonstrate MEGA Modeling Suite and discuss issues visitors need to address in projects
being considered, under way or well advanced.
ABOUT MEGA www.mega.com
MEGA provides enterprise architecture, business process analysis, and governance, risk, and compliance
solutions, with 70,000 users worldwide. European customers include Allianz, AXA, British American
Tobacco, Direct TV, LCL Le Crédit Lyonnais, Renault Nissan, Société Générale and Unicredit.
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